Information for step length adjustment in running.
The purpose of this study was to directly test the hypothesis that the tau parameter, as introduced by Lee et al. [Lee, D. N., Lishman, J. R., & Thomson, J. A. (1982). Regulation of gait in long jumping. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 8, 448-459] and Warren et al. [Warren, W. H., Young, D. S., & Lee, D. N. (1986). Visual control of step length during running over irregular terrain. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 12, 259-266], is the primary information used to regulate step length in running toward a ground target. Visual information available to research participants performing a facsimile of a long jump approach run was manipulated, and the effects on task performance and running gait were observed. Task performance and running gait were unaffected or minimally affected by (a) a perturbation of the normal optical expansion of the target, (b) elimination of global optical flow - including the focus of expansion, and (c) elimination or severe degradation of visual information about distance from the target as well as running velocity. The findings are inconsistent with notions that time-to-arrival with a ground target while running is predominantly specified optically by (a) local tau, (b) global tau, or (c) a distance/velocity computational strategy. A multisensory tau hypothesis regarding informational support for step length adjustment in running is offered.